“Where interior designers learn to earn what they deserve!”

The Interior Design

MBA Program
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Education, Inspiration, and
“Get TheYEE HAW!

Future You
Deserve”

Master The Business Skills You Need
An intensive three day Experience
Presented by University professor
and interior design business expert

David P. Shepherd
June 19-21, 2019
The City Club
Fort Worth, TX
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Interior Design MBA Program
About the IDMBA Program
PROVEN BUSINESS STRATEGIES FROM THE
#1 INTERIOR DESIGN BUSINESS ANALYST
David Shepherd knows your business better than anyone else in the field. He has studied it for 15 years
with the depth of analysis only a business school professor can provide. No wonder he built the
industry’s largest conference company, largest coaching network, and now, has produced its only
comprehensive MBA Certificate Program in the field. Quite frankly, he’s the only one who could.
Imagine being one of the few designers who are bold enough to make a
decision to change their businesses and their lives (in time to secure one of
our very limited seats) and who will spend three intensive days alongside
David Shepherd in his most intimate live event. Imagine delving into
business growth strategies, systems and resources that will further drive
your success, and diving in to multiple case studies of how actual designers
just like you broke through to six- and even seven-figure incomes!
But in reality, the IDMBA Program is about more than just business. It’s
about you and your goals and your motivation. Yes, prepare to learn every
business skill you need to succeed, but also prepare to be inspired as the
path to an extraordinary level of both professional and personal fulfillment
becomes clear to you in three intensive days.
You see, there is a reason that some 95% of interior designers never break
through to the level of sustained earnings that can lead to financial security.
Managing a design practice is one of the most challenging undertakings that
Interior designers have been learning business
exists! You are not only trying to run three different types of businesses (time skills from David Shepherd for over a decade,
but never before has he offered a
billing, resale, and project management) but you are often dealing with
comprehensive MBA program.
different types of people as clients and different sized jobs. What you have to
juggle would make most Fortune 500 managers throw up their hands in
surrender…and they have the business education and staff that you don’t to assist them!
And to make things worse, your industry is the target of enormous misinformation when it comes to the value of what you
offer. From television shows to cheap online design sites, to everyone and anyone thinking they can do things themselves, the
noise you must cut through becomes louder every year.
But you can cut through it. You can develop a simple and focused strategy that will allow you to attract the right clients, those
who understand and value the services of a true professional. And in that process, you can learn to earn what you deserve…
which is almost certainly far more than you can imagine.
What you will learn in the IDMBA Program is the culmination of David Shepherd’s decades of modeling the most successful
interior designers in existence and consulting with and coaching 100s of them. Thousands more have attended his live training
courses, many of them attending ten or more events in person!
The IDMBA Program is designed to allow you to take the time to consider what your business is really about and what is most
important to you in managing it. You won’t merely make a list of your immediate or superficial desires, but rather you will
determine your vision for your life and your enterprise – what you want to accomplish, who you want to be and what you want
to create. The system and strategies you will learn throughout this course delve deeply into the core fundamentals upon which
your company is based. By injecting proven tactics into your current business framework, you will open your mind to an even
greater level of potential and possibility, while walking away with real tools to maximize your bottom line.

Master business essentials | Become supremely confident
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Interior Design MBA Program
About Your
Program Leader
David Shepherd is uniquely qualified to have created and to
deliver the intensive three-day Interior Design MBA Certificate
program. He has served on the faculty of two of the nation’s
top-ranked business schools and been recognized for his unique
contributions to the entrepreneurial curricula, creating entire
semester courses for these programs.
Combined with that, David has dedicated the past fifteen years
of his professional life to focusing entirely on the interior
design business, learning what works and what doesn’t at a
level that simply cannot be copied or replicated by others. His
accomplishments include:
• Built the largest conference company for teaching
business skills in the US, attracting thousands of
designers to more than thirty events over a ten year
span;
• Created the nation’s largest national coaching network
for interior design professionals;
• Created hundreds of hours of audio and video, and
thousands of pages of printed matter bringing “best
practices” to his coaching and consulting clients.
• Worked exclusively at the highest levels of finance and
strategy to quickly put designers on the path to greater
cash flow and profitability, including helping many to
successfully retire with financial security.
• Founded The Edge, the nation’s premier business
network for interior designers today

David P. Shepherd MBA
Program Director
University Professor
Interior Design Business Expert

Who Should Attend?

Principals of interior design practices ranging from sole
proprietors to leaders of 30-person teams are ideal
candidates for this program. So, too, are their key
employees, advisors, spouses, and partners.
Perhaps most importantly, there are no academic
prerequisites to attend. You will find yourself completely
comfortable whether you have a business degree, or
don’t even know what a balance sheet is.
Members of David Shepherd’s national coaching network,
The Edge, are encouraged to attend and are offered steeply
discounted pricing. For information on membership, see the
registration page of this brochure.

Welcome to
Our Campus

Limit 40
for this
Program.
The IDMBA is David Shepherd’s
most intimate event. Many of his
events host over 200 designers, but
this program is limited to 40 to
ensure individual attention.
(Designers shown here at one of
David’s Wynn Las Vegas events.)

The Impact of Total Immersion

Programs are held in The City Club
in the Bank of America Building in
downtown Fort Worth, TX unless
otherwise announced.

Perhaps you’ve looked around for an MBA program of any sort and been shocked by the
$60,000 and up tuitions and the two-year commitment. In which case you might be wondering
how we can fit a year-long program into just three intensive days, and how we can charge only
a fraction of the typical costs. There are several reasons.
First, with intimate knowledge of comprehensive MBA programs at top business schools (he’s
graduated from them and taught in them) David Shepherd recognizes that you only need to
know about 20% of what is taught! For example, you need to know a little finance and
accounting, but not the 1500 page “rule book” that CPAs must master!
Through total immersion, somewhat like learning to play the piano, you’ll quickly see that
what may appear at first to be individual learning modules soon start to blend together into a
single moment of epiphany! As it comes together, it will all make perfect sense and your
business will never be the same again.

Interior Design MBA Program
Program Description
June 19 to 21, 2019

Day

In just three intensive days, you will learn…

1

Introduction and
Orientation

Overhead and Break Even
Analysis

Your 3-day journey will begin with a course introduction by
David Shepherd, as well as a preview of the days ahead. He
will also explain why interior design is among the most
complex and difficult businesses to run, and why by the end
of the program, you will be able to set and achieve
impressive financial goals.

Whether you are a sole practitioner or the principal of a 30-person
firm, putting the proper overhead structure in place is key to your
long-term success. That overhead must support huge swings in topline revenue as the “roller coaster” nature of sales is the norm in
your field. Here, using David Shepherd’s proprietary “magic
number” you’ll learn to create the ideal company to profit on any
level of business over time.

Financial Statement Basics
About 90% of what designers see from their bookkeepers
and CPAs they either don’t understand, or really don’t
need. The 10% that is absolutely critical is often not
presented to them at all! Using actual case studies and realworld P&L statements, you’ll learn how to discern the
critical factors that will reveal strengths and weaknesses. In
fact, you’ll know more than your accountant!

Pricing and Fees
A deep understanding of pricing and fees will set you up
for greater earnings faster than any other tool at your
disposal. In this module, you’ll learn how other designers
price for their time and markup their goods, and you’ll
use a simple scenario planner to drive home the bottom
line impact of even subtle shifts in pricing.

Margins and Markups
Continuing on the track of pricing strategies, you’ll get
further engaged in the complexities of various pricing
strategies currently used by interior designers. You’ll learn
how the best ones are continuing to earn substantial profits
on the sale of merchandise, and how they protect
themselves against online shoppers. You’ll also
understand the math behind “margins and markups” and
why it’s dangerous to confuse the two.

Cash Flow Basics
The most important factor for any business owner is cash flow, and
yet that is something almost never shown to them by their
accountants. (Who probably don’t even track it.) By understanding
concepts like accrual accounting, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, deposits and retainers, you’ll build a cash-flow-positive
business model that will reduce stress and give you the confidence
to make decisions to drive future success.

Budgeting for Profit
With the tools you have learned in just Day 1, you’re ready to
work backwards and build the business you need to achieve any
long-term financial result you desire. You’ll learn from actual case
studies in which clients of David Shepherd’s have dramatically
increased their earnings and, in some cases, retired with 7-figure
net worths.

Strategy Part I
It’s late on Day 1 and your head will likely be swimming…so the
introduction of the single most important topic—strategy—will be
filled not with numbers, but with fun case studies from outside
your field, such as Starbucks. You’ll dig deeper into strategy first
thing tomorrow!

“I’ve invested tens of thousands of dollars in
attending more than a dozen of David Shepherd’s
events and the return on that investment has been
incredible. I simply can’t say strongly enough how
profound it is that he has now pulled so much
critical information together as an MBA Program
at such an affordable price. My advice…Go!”

—Phil Norman, ASID CID
Norman Design Group
Member of The Edge
Interior designers at a David Shepherd conference
on strategic planning celebrate their “ActionMaps.”
The Interior Design MBA Program is David’s
newest live event.
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Interior Design MBA Program
Program Description
June 19 to 21, 2019

Day

2

In just three intensive days, you will learn…
Strategy Part II

Keeping it Simple

It’s true that the entire 3-days could be spent on strategy alone. It
is, after all, the most critical decision that any principal or CEO
must make. For this reason, David Shepherd has created an entire
framework for designers called ActionMaps. In this module, David
will introduce the framework and provide complimentary access to
the complete online version of the course to take at a later date.
(An $895 value free for enrollees.)

Thoreau admonished us to “Simplify, simplify,” and Apple founder
Steve Jobs agreed. With a small staff (perhaps a staff of one!) and
a highly complex business, the only way you’ll ever find time to
actually design is to keep everything else as simple as possible.
This module will drive that lesson home and help you understand
why “tradeoffs” are a crucial part of strategy.

Time Management

Management and Hiring
Interior design is a complex business to successfully run because
so many different skillsets are often needed. One of these for
which little or no training exists, is hiring and managing others.
Whether it is as simple as hiring a part-timer bookkeeper or
CAD operator, or as complex as building layers of management
for a 30-person firm, you’ll learn the keys to managing people
here.

Our national surveys show that an astonishing amount of billable
time is “lost” to inefficiencies and lack of discipline in tracking
one’s time. Here you’ll see the profound negative impact such
habits can have on your bottom line, and some simple apps and
tools to help you make sure that you earn what you deserve.
Whether time management or task management, you’ll find a new
way of managing…you!

Letters of Agreement

Software & Tech
We obviously can’t include entire courses on Photoshop,
AutoCAD, Revit, etc. in the IDMBA Program, but we will help
you to understand the vital role of selecting and committing to the
best available tools, their costs, and which functions can be
outsourced versus which you must personally understand.

While this is not a course in business law, you’ll learn what the real
value of having clear and simple letters of agreement are, and how
to incorporate the same information into a presentation that not
only helps your client, but which protects you from
misunderstanding as the project (and billings) progress. You’ll see
examples of actual LOAs used by designers today.

Procurement

Presentation Skills

The process of sourcing, ordering, expediting, receiving, and
installing merchandise can be incredibly time-consuming and
inefficient. Yet the profits available here are what send earnings
soaring for many firms. You’ll learn some of the “best practices”
and best software tools being used today.

Every “touch” between your firm and your client leaves an
impression and presents the opportunity to embed your brand
deeper into their minds, or perhaps undo some of the hard work
you’ve done. From websites to proposals to invoices, your
professional look must be clear and consistent.

“My office manager and I just sat through David’s seminar, jaw-dropped. We
discovered the potential that we had but had not known how to tap. He showed us
how.”
Ashley Astleford
Astleford Interiors

Our $100,000 Guarantee…

What would you do with $100,000
Worth of Business Knowledge?
Whatever the areas of pain are in your business, the IDMBA Program is the
answer. It’s a bold claim, we know. So David Shepherd has guaranteed that you
will receive $100,000 in value to your business in the first day of the event or
just turn in your materials for a full refund. Ignite your success in 2019 and
join David at the IDMBA Program - secure your seat in our very limited
space today.
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Interior Design MBA Program
Program Description
June 19 to 21, 2019

Day

In just three intensive days, you will learn…

3

Marketing Part I

Creating Wealth

How can we cover a topic as vast as marketing in just two
modules? Simple—we take actual case studies of what is
working for firms today and what is not and share that with you.
Marketing doesn’t have to be hard, yet most firms find
themselves reluctant to commit to one channel for fear of
missing out on the others. From social media to direct mail
marketing, you’ll learn what will work best for you.

It’s one thing to maximize annual earnings, but it’s another to
create wealth over time. Here, you’ll learn to use various online
tools to determine exactly how your business must perform over
time to achieve the ultimate goal of someday “making work
optional!” Learning concepts such as future value and
compounding, you’ll be surprised at how close financial security
really is.

marketing Part II

Case Studies

Interior designers across the board under-invest in marketing. Our
national surveys show that there are valid reasons for this, but it
can be a case of short-term thinking. From influencer marketing to
marketing to the affluent, you’ll actually prepare a “1-day
marketing plan” before you leave, including budget numbers and
specific action steps.

Now that you possess all the basic business skills you need, you’ll
become the consultant and analyst as you review actual case
studies and make recommendations for improvement. This group
exercise will help you to pull all of your newfound business skills
together and add to the confidence and competence you’ll now
possess!

Selling Design Services

The Business Plan

There’s a huge difference between marketing and sales, and the
latter is something that many interior designers don’t like to
think about. They see themselves as professionals, or even
artists and not the dreaded word: Salesman! Well, you can call
it whatever you want (business development, networking, etc.)
but your future will grow brighter if you can harness a few
basic skills that are proven to work in every case!

As you wrap up your intensive, 3-day MBA experience, you’ll be a
bit tired, but also excited to put all that you have learned into a
format (a “business plan”) that is for you alone, and which you are
committed to implementing in the months and years ahead. We
hope you’ll share your excitement with the group, but that will be
up to you.

Key Measurements
Whether or not you fully understand the accounting reports and
financial statements you receive, this type of data is always
historical, that is, lagging indicators. Here you will learn to
create leading indicators that will help you project the future, not
the past.

Certification
Lastly, after asking any remaining questions you may have and
closing your binders and notebooks, you’ll receive your Interior
Design MBA Certificate from David Shepherd with his
congratulations and his ongoing commitment to helping you
achieve your highest goals! You’ll return home a little bit tired, but
also filled with knowledge and inspiration!

“These conferences have been the most profound building block to my success imaginable…
They have gone beyond my wildest expectations in adding value to my business and my life.”
—Corinne Brown, ASID, CID
Brown Design Group
Member of The Edge

*David always reserves the right to substitute, expand or
reduce modules subject to the needs of an individual group or
changing market conditions.

*The MBA Certificate is a signal to your clients
and the world that you have invested in helping
them to complete projects on time and on
budget, while simultaneously building a future
for yourself. The Certificate is not formally
accredited by an agency or university.

Registration
Dates
Wednesday, June 19, 2019
8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Registration and Continental Breakfast
9: 00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. — Day 1 of the Program
Noon to 1:00 p.m. Lunch (Included)
Thursday, June 20, 2019
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. — Continental Breakfast
9: 00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. — Day 2 of the Program
Noon to 1:00 p.m. Lunch (Included)
Friday, June 21,2019
8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. — Continental Breakfast
8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. — Day 3 of the Conference
(Early start and early end to allow for departing flights)
Noon to 1:00 p.m. Lunch (Included)

The City Club
Bank of America Bldg.
301 Commerce St, Fort Worth, TX
76102
(817) 878-4000

DFW

City Club
The City Club is less than 30 minutes from
DFW airport, where most can fly nonstop for
low fares. Taxis, rental cars and Uber are
readily available. * More details on hotels and
logistics provided with your confirmation email.

Our $100,000 Money-Back Guarantee
Our promise is simple…If by the end of the first day, you don’t have at least one idea of how to add $100,000
of value to your business , be it increased sales or profits, reduced costs or improved efficiencies…just find a
staff member, hand in your materials, and we’ll have your full registration fee on the way to your bank before
you get back home.

Limit 40
for this
Program.

Why Pay More? Register
Early And secure A place!
Regular Admission…
Before April 19 only…
Edge Member…
Same Firm Adds only…

$3,495
$2,995
$2,495
$2,195

This program will sell out.
Make a decision to change the
direction of your future…today!

Join The Edge And Save $500 More!
If you really want to take your conference experience and your business to the next level you should start benefitting
immediately by joining The Edge, David Shepherd’s national business coaching network for interior designers. While there
is often a Waiting List for membership, all enrollees in this program will be accepted and will save $500 on conference
registration. Just visit the link below for all of the details. Information at www.designingprofits.com.

Register Today!

w w w. d e s i g n i n g p r o f i t s . c o m
support@designingprofits.com
1-512-522-1972
www.designingprofits.com
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Master The Business
Skills You Need
June 19-21, 2019
The City Club
Fort Worth, TX
Presented by University professor
and interior design business expert

David P. Shepherd

“Get the future you deserve!”

•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounting
Pricing
Cash Flow
Budgeting
Strategy
Management

Early Bird savings end soon…

First Time Offered
Seating Limited!
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Software
Procurement
Marketing
Selling
Planning
And More….

